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1. Two generators A and B are identical and

rated 11 kV, 10 MVA and have a transient

reactance of 20% at their own MVA base.

Two transformers T1 and T2 are also identical

and are rated 5 MVA, 11/66 kV and have a

reactance of 5% at their own MVA base. The

tie line is 100 km long and has a reactance of

0.1 W/km. A 3-phase fault occurs at a distance

of 25 km from one end of the line when the

system is on no load but at rated voltage.

Determine fault MVA and fault current.
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2. Derive the formula for fault current in case of

Double line to ground fault.

3. Describe the theory of symmetrical components.

Describe how power in unbalance system is

equal to the sum of three balanced symmetrical

components.

4. Describe the theory of Arc interruption and

restriking voltage transients and current

chopping.

5. What do you understand by primary and back

up protection ? Describe the principle of

induction cup type relay.

6. Describe the relaying schemes based on

microwave and optical Fiber link.

7. Describe the Merz price circulating current

scheme for the protection of transformer. What

are the other applications of this scheme ?

8. Classify the static relays. Describe the working

of rectifier type relays.
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